[The preservation of a DNA repair disorder in continuous-line fibroblasts obtained from gout patients].
DNA repair was explored in continuous cells withdrawn from gout patients. The data obtained were compared to those on primary cells (lymphocytes) from the same patients. Two continuous lines of fibroblasts obtained from the biopsy material of patients suffering from gout were examined for stability of reparation defects on long cell passage. The studies were made with 4 to 12 passages of patients' fibroblasts. The use of criteria reflecting certain stages of DNA repair (reparative synthesis of DNA, formation of induced DNA ruptures and their resynthesis during cell postincubation, reactivation and induced mutagenesis of measles vaccine virus in patients' cells) allowed confirmation of repair defect stability in gout patients' cells on their long passage. Based on the data on preservation of the repair defect on cell passage it is concluded that gout patients demonstrate the genetically determined impairment of the synthesis of DNA repair enzymes participating in the recovery of DNA impairments induced by UV radiation or UV mimetics.